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2 of 2 review helpful A must have for any golf fan By Julie Buffington A refreshing perspective on one of golf s 
classic tournaments What makes this so special is the fact that there is so little footage and or coverage of this event 
anywhere As Neil displayed in his previous offering he has a knack for putting you at the event with insight he gains 
through his experience in seeking out the thoughts and words of those In 1969 the 42 year history of biennial golf 
matches between the United States and Great Britain reached its climax The U S led by Jack Nicklaus had dominated 
competitive golf for years Great Britain led by Tony Jacklin was the undisputed underdog But in spite of having lost 
14 of 17 Ryder Cups in the past the British entered the 1969 Ryder Cup as determined as the Americans were 
dominant What followed was the most compelling controversial and contentious ldquo Neil Sagebiel brings the 
memorable tournament to life hellip Mr Sagebiel s narrative is strongest when he reports the hole to hole proceedings 
which is all the more remarkable since only three minutes of television footage were archived He teases ou 
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